Application for expansion of cooperation agreement.
This document is an application to expand work assignments mentioned in the main cooperation agreement
between The Global Ability Initiative, hereafter specified as TGAI, and the signee.
Expansion of work assignment:
With regards to the activity of acting as CA (City/County Administrator) and/or AB (Advertisement Broker) the undersigned applies for permission to act
as:___CA and/or ___AB in addition to the appointment as ___ZA ___CA within the geographic location described in the main cooperation agreement and/or
within the added geographic territory described below.
Please expand my current geographic location to include the following territory:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________
Salaries:
The salary additions intended for applicants awarded any of these additional positions are to be found in the respective contracts for the specific positions.
The percentages are added to already awarded salary as long as the signee operates within the framework set forth for those positions in their respective
contracts.
Other activities:
As for activities not mentioned in further detail the signee is hereby authorized to explore alternative methods of fund raising, but is required to ask for
permission according to the contractual constraints already mentioned in the main employment contract, before such ventures are set in motion.
For such non specified fund raising efforts which the signee is directly responsible for initiating and overseeing the conduction of, TGAI is willing to share the
income after expenses that might occur in connection with these ventures have been deducted, by a 70/30 sharing key i.e. 70% of the net income for TGAI
and 30% of the net income for the signee as long as there are no specific demands from the involved parties on how funds are to be used or shared and as
long as the signee is the one from which the fund raising idea originates.
All expenses are to be approved by TGAI in writing or by someone else who in writing is verified to do so by TGAI.
Should the signee not be the originating source from where ideas for non-specified fund raising concepts come from, percentages and sharing keys for such
ventures will be determined by a separate agreement.
NOTICE: Do not make suggestions to fund raising initiatives before you have asked for the available list of suggested fund raising initiatives.
This additional agreement runs within a trial period under the same conditions as the trial period set forth in the main cooperation agreement, except with the
dates being amended to begin the date of when the application is accepted and 3 months forward. The expanded cooperation agreement may be renewed
after the trial period has expired should cooperation according to this and the main cooperation agreement run smoothly and according to the conditions set
forth so far.

Date:

Place:

.......................................................
Write applicants full name in block letters below signature

SOCIAL SECURITY NO *:
FULL STREET ADDRESS:
CITY:
ZIP:
COUNTRY:
Tel.:
Mob:
E-mail:
Url: http://
* If applicable

